
Mission-critical Communications  
Made Easy 

IP Fax

As you modernize your network, one question 
that’s often left until the end of the project is, 
what about fax? The fact is, fax is still a much-
used mode of communication for many industries. 
If you haven’t made the switch to an IP-based 
solution yet, this change may soon become  
absolutely necessary, as legacy technologies  
like POTS and PRIs are discontinued.  

Cloudli’s secure, reliable and flexible IP fax 
solutions allow your organization to make the 
move quickly and easily, and virtualize your 
operations without any disruptions. Additional 
encryption is also available to meet stringent 
security and privacy requirements.

Why Cloudli IP Fax?  

Flexible options  
Whether you have high-volume fax needs 
with your own fax server, or only need to fax 
occasionally, Cloudli has real-time and virtual 
options available. 

High deliverability  
Cloudli’s high-quality, carrier-grade fax network 
is specially architected to minimize packet loss, 
jitter and delay. The result? Faxes are delivered 
reliably and securely. 

Compliance  
Cloudli’s T.38 IP fax solution offers optional, 
patented AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) 
encryption, plus real-time transmission to 
eliminate any data intermediaries.
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Ready to learn more? 

Contact Cloudli: 
1-877-808-8647 
sales@cloudli.com 
www.cloudli.com  

Cloudli Communications is a business 
communications solution provider 
that delivers Cloud Communications, 
IP Fax, Alerts and other business 
communications solutions to customers 
across North America. Canadian owned 
and headquartered, Cloudli services small 
businesses, enterprises, municipalities 
and other government agencies across 
Canada and the US. 
 
To learn more about Cloudli, visit  
www.cloudli.com, or find us on LinkedIn, 
Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. 
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IP Fax Service Options
Virtual Fax 
If you want your users to have the ability to send and receive fax 
via email, Virtual Fax is the answer. The best part? Virtual Fax 
doesn’t need any special hardware or devices, making fax  
available to users on-the-go, working remotely, or in the office. 

Fax ATA (Analog Telephone Adapter) 
Maximize the lifespan of your multi-function and dedicated walk-up 
fax machines with Fax ATA. Cloudli’s Fax ATA solutions allow you 
to connect the legacy interfaces of these devices to IP, maximizing 
the return on investment on your existing hardware while reducing 
fax costs. For security and compliance-conscious organizations, 
optional, plug-and-play AES encryption is available. 

T.38 Fax SIP Trunks 
If your organization maintains its own fax server, Cloudli’s T.38 Fax 
SIP trunks are the way. High deliverability, secure transmission 
and optional AES encryption, supported by Cloudli’s fax expertise, 
ensures that even the most complex requirements and rigorous 
compliance prerequisites are met. 


